If you have a reaction ...
... we have the right reactor

If our process equipment design experience of the past 30 years counts for anything, then it must be our ability to build reactors. We have built tens of hundreds of reactors for a variety of demanding applications across industries. We have designed and manufactured them in a variety of material of construction. We delivered them under third-party acceptance of Lloyds, TUV, Jacobs H&G, BVIS, AKER, SAIPEM and TCS.

But that is not why you should source your reactors from us. Our deep design capabilities brought to fore by 100+ expert engineers and more than 400 skilled technicians ensure you get standards-based and performance-oriented equipment. Our hard-nosed cost estimation approach radically optimizes cost. Our worldclass production facilities and their scale mean that we can produce equipment in large numbers and assure timely delivery irrespective of geography. But, the most important reason why you should talk to us, is our commitment to deliver value. A commitment we never faltered on since 1980.

Don’t take our word for it. Ask us for references and details of our projects in your industry. We will be happy to share with you.